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Our top quality promise to you.
Developed and produced in Germany, the all-new Bosch Unlimited 7 is a result 
of over 80 years of experience in the manufacturing of vacuum cleaners. We 
keep to our quality promise, with a 10 year Motor Guarantee on the Unlimited 7.

YEARS
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Expect nothing less than maximum 
performance.

Dust-free floor matched with cleaner air.
When used in Turbo mode, the Bosch Unlimited 7 reaches 
a dust pick up as required for corded vacuum cleaners. 
It offers you the ease of cordless cleaning with no 
compromise on cleaning results.

AllFloor DynamicPower Brush with LED Lights.
With over 99.9% dust pick up and integrated floor lights 
for better visiblity.

Newly developed BLDC Motor.
Lightweight, high performance (up to 66,000rpm). Made 
in Germany and comes with 10 years Motor Guarantee.

As strong 

as a corded
vacuum cleaner

YEARS
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Long lasting battery life that never lets you down.
Enjoy extendable runtime with the exchangeable battery 
pack for a complete cleaning experience, all at one go. 
The Quick Charger allows charging of a battery at up to 3 
times the speed of a regular charger, allowing you more 
time for things that truly matter.

Metal mesh filtration system for clean exhaust air.
Enjoy extra clean exhaust air when vacuuming. The Metal 
Mesh Filtration System of the Unlimited 7 ensures 99.9% 
filtration of fine dust and particles. Thanks to the high 
Bosch quality, it is particularly long-lasting, for consistent 
filtration over many years. What’s more, the special 
filtration system is made of high-quality, durable metal 
mesh and lifetime cartridge filter material. So you can 
breathe easy while vacuuming.

Easy emptying of dustbox and no filter washing.
Emptying the dust box should be hygienic and worry-free. 
You can empty the box without creating a dust cloud and 
clean the filter without washing it. Simply remove the 
dust box, turn the red wheel and empty it directly into the 
trash can. In this way, you avoid direct contact with dust. 
After that, you can simply mount the dust box again. It is 
the hassle free hygienic solution for your vacuum cleaner.

Fast and easy filter cleaning with RotationClean.
With many vacuum cleaners, washing the filter take a lot 
of extra effort. Thanks to the RotationClean function, 
you can clean the filter of the Unlimited vacuum cleaner 
hygienically in no time. It allows for easy removal of dust 
and dirt through a simple turn of the red wheel on the 
dust box. This is quick and easy filter cleaning with no 
washing and minimal dust contact.
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Unlimited flexibility for ultimate 
convenience.
The Bosch Unlimited 7 is primed to be a game changer, with 4 outstanding 
features that were specially developed to fulfill the needs of every household 
in every cleaning situation.

Nozzle Foot Release
Detach the nozzle easily with your 
foot and switch from floor cleaning to 
overhead or narrow spots cleaning.

Easy Parking Clip
Park the appliance safely against your 
furniture with this hook and enjoy the 
break you so deserve.

Quick Stand
Quick detachment of the handheld 
from the tube that allows for easy 
switch between floor and mid-level 
cleaning.

Flex Tube
Enjoy full flexibility with a 90° flex tube 
that allows reaching under furniture 
effortlessly without the need to kneel 
down.
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Unlimited 7 Black 
BCS712XXL

Highlights:

Extend runtime easily with 
exchangeable battery packs.

Motorized Brush with LED lights.

Powerful like a corded 
vacuum cleaner.

No more bending to 
change cleaning mode.

Enjoy 33% more runtime 
for up to 100sqm(x2).

Powerful and lightweight 
motor Made in Germany.

90° bendable - cleaning 
underneath low furniture.

Flexible cleaning thanks 
to freestand-function.

Practical control interface 
with 3 different modes.

Park the device freely 
during a short break.
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Highlights:

Practical control interface 
with 3 different modes.

Ideal for removing pet hair 
more efficiently and fast.

Unlimited 7 Red
BBS711ANM (ProAnimal)

Powerful like a corded 
vacuum cleaner.

No more bending to 
change cleaning mode.

Enjoy 33% more runtime 
for up to 100sqm.

Powerful and lightweight 
motor Made in Germany.

90° bendable - cleaning 
underneath low furniture.

Flexible cleaning thanks 
to freestand-function.

Motorized Brush with LED lights.

Park the device freely 
during a short break.
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ProAnimal Brush

Our specially designed nozzle is perfect for pet 
owners, as it removes pet hair efficiently in no time 
thanks to its high performance. Two different rows 
of bristles ensure that almost all pet hair is removed. 
In addition, thanks to the 70% larger diameter of the 
brush roller, the hair is less likely to get tangled. 
This makes cleaning the brush easy and fast, and 
you can spend more time with your pet instead of 
cleaning your home.

Ideal for removing pet hair more efficiently.

ProAnimal Mini Power Nozzle

Pet hair is usually a nuisance. The handy ProAnimal 
Mini Power Nozzle is specially designed for pet 
owners. It comes with a standard brush roll and a 
second brush that makes picking up pet hair quick 
and easy. The mini power nozzle thoroughly picks 
up fibers from upholstery and hard-to-clean places 
like your pet’s basket. 

Mini power nozzle collects hair easily.

3 Power Modes

Different vacuuming tasks require different modes. 
The vacuum cleaner provides a control interface 
with 3 power modes for every challenge. “Turbo” 
boosts performance for difficult tasks by providing 
as much performance as a corded vacuum cleaner. 
The intelligent “Auto” mode adjusts performance and 
runtime depending on the floor and surface - whether 
carpet or the hard floor. And “Eco” provides extra-
long, optimal runtime for everyday cleaning tasks.

Practical Control Interface with 3 different modes
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Highlights:

Ergonomic features for high 
convenience and flexibility.

Unlimited 7 White 
BBS711W

Motorized Brush with LED lights.

Powerful like a corded 
vacuum cleaner.

No more bending to 
change cleaning mode.

Enjoy 33% more runtime 
for up to 100sqm.

Powerful and lightweight 
motor Made in Germany.

90° bendable - cleaning 
underneath low furniture.

Flexible cleaning thanks 
to freestand-function.

Park the device freely 
during a short break.

Practical control interface 
with 3 different modes.
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Powerful like a corded vacuum cleaner.

90° bendable. Cleaning underneath low furniture.

Motorized Brush with LED lights.

Now it’s possible: the Unlimited 7 cordless 
vacuum cleaner offers the same performance as 
a corded device. Thanks to a reliable and long-
lasting Bosch battery, a powerful 66,000 rpm 
motor and a motorized nozzle with LEDs, the 
powerful multi-use handstick is just as powerful 
as a corded vacuum and provides thorough and 
flexible cleaning. Enjoy the benefits of a cordless 
vacuum cleaner combined with the power of a 
corded vacuum cleaner.

No more bending down to get under furniture or 
sofas. The new integrated joint in the tube makes 
it possible to clean effortlessly under low-lying 
furniture, sofas or beds. Dust and dirt in hard-to-
reach corners no longer stand a chance, because 
the power is always high, even when the Flex 
Tube is bent. Enjoy 100% flexibility thanks to the 
90° angle, which makes cleaning even hard-to-
reach places a breeze.

Enjoy optimal cleaning results on all floors and 
surfaces and even in the darkest places. With 
the powerful motorized brush, you can achieve 
dust pickup of more than 99.9%. Thanks to the 
powerful built-in LED lights, you can spot and 
remove dirt and dust even in hard-to-see places 
like behind furniture or in dark corners. Plus, you 
can pick up 30% more dust on carpets. So you 
can feel comfortable in a clean home in no time.

Designed and made with you in mind.
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Extend runtime easily with exchangeable battery packs.

Enjoy 33% more runtime for up to 100sqm.

No more bending to change cleaning mode.

Want to clean your entire house without running 
out of power? If you want more flexibility in terms 
of runtime, an additional battery lets you extend 
your vacuuming duration.

With the powerful and enduring 3.0Ah Power For 
All battery from Bosch, even demanding cleaning 
tasks can be mastered effortlessly. The lithium-
ion battery is rechargeable, exchangeable and 
protected against overheating, overcharging, 
self-discharge and memory effect. In addition, 
the battery offers 33% more runtime, ensuring 
powerful performance and long runtimes. So you 
can clean up to 100m² with just one battery charge 
- without interruptions and without worrying 
about time-consuming recharging.

Small step. Big effect. Now you can easily switch 
from floor cleaning with the nozzle to overhead 
or spot cleaning with the practical suction tube 
- with just a small movement of your foot. The 
convenient Nozzle Foot Release separates the 
nozzle from the tube with just a click of your foot. 
You’ll never have to bend down to remove the 
nozzle by hand again.
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Powerful and lightweight motor Made in Germany.

Flexible cleaning thanks to freestand-function.

Park the device freely during a short break.

There’s no compromise on performance with our 
brushless TurboSpin motor. It was developed 
and manufactured by Bosch in Germany and it 
has passed many tests to ensure lasting quality. 
What’s more, the 3-phase synchronized digital 
motor is highly efficient, 21% faster and 31% 
lighter - at up to 66,000rpm - for easy handling 
and impressive cleaning performance every time.

Save time and energy thanks to the Quick Stand 
function. Switch easily and effortlessly from floor 
cleaning with the vacuum cleaner to mid-level 
cleaning with the handheld vacuum cleaner. While 
cleaning with the handheld, the nozzle and tube 
simply stand by themselves. You do not have to put 
the vacuum cleaner on the floor or return it to the 
docking station. Afterwards, you put the handheld 
back into the tube and continue cleaning the floor.

You no longer have to put the device back in the 
docking station or lay it on the floor when you want 
to take a break. Thanks to the Easy Parking Clip, 
you can effortlessly place the device anywhere - 
on the edge of furniture, such as a table or shelf, 
or on the back of a chair. Plus, the clip’s special 
surface prevents scratches and slippage. The 
vacuum cleaner is securely fixed in place, ready 
to go on whenever you want.
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Overview of Accessories
The Bosch Unlimited 7 offers a comprehensive range of accessories, each 
developed consciously with an aim to provide the best cleaning experience. 

Long flexible crevice nozzle
Makes it easier to clean 
hard-to-reach areas and 
narrow spaces. Especially for 
cleaning behind furniture, 
drawers or your car.

Mattress nozzle
For thorough cleaning 
of mattresses.

Flexible extension hose
Effortless cleaning anywhere 
thanks to a long and 
extremely flexible hose.

Keyboard & drawer cleaner
Easy cleaning and dusting 
without accidentally 
picking up small objects.
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*Different models come with different accessories.

2in1 upholstery &  
furniture brush
Perfect for cleaning sensitive 
surfaces and textiles.

Mini power nozzle
The small motorized nozzle 
is perfect for picking up 
fibers on upholstery and 
for cleaning small areas.

XXL upholstery nozzle
Ideal for cleaning large areas 
on upholstery furniture.

Short crevice nozzle
Specially designed 
for accessing hard-
to-reach areas.



Ultimate 7 BBS711W BBS711ANM BCS712XXL

Colour White Red Black

Unique Features

Mattress nozzle ✓

ProAnimal mini power 
nozzle ✓

AllFloor ProAnimal Brush 
with LED lights ✓

1 exchangeable Power 
For All Alliance battery 
pack

✓

Additional brush roll for 
mini power nozzle ✓

Flexible extension hose ✓

2 exchangeable Power 
For All Alliance battery 
pack

✓

Crevice nozzle ✓

XXL Upholstery nozzle ✓

Keyboard and drawer 
nozzle ✓

Performance TurboSpin Motor ✓ ✓ ✓

Battery Eco mode 40 min 40 min 80 min

Accessories

AllFloor DynamicPower 
Brush with LED lights ✓ ✓

2-in-1 furniture brush 
and upholstery nozzle ✓ ✓ ✓

Long flexible crevice 
nozzle ✓ ✓ ✓

Battery charging cable ✓ ✓ ✓

BSH Home Appliances Pte. Ltd. (Reg. No: 199608497E)
11 Bishan Street 21 Bosch Building #04-01
Singapore 573943
Mainline: (65) 6356 1080
www.bosch-home.com.sg

Unlimited 7 range at a glance.


